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LI-CHEN - noun

A composite organism that can only exist in a symbiotic state
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Lichen explores the idea of the memory of objects and how each one can 

hold a tale of a particular time and place in its owners’ life. Through these 

objects, four vignettes are illustrated documenting a human coupling 

from !rst chance encounter through to the siring of children.

These objects act as a roadmap to illustrate signi!cant moments in the 

journey of two people. Each object holds the memory of a man and 

woman’s love for one another, which will ultimately be expressed in their 

children.
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SYNOPSIS



Lichen tells the story of how through chance and coincidence, 

in!nitely small decisions can produce new life. In each human 

coupling, a thousand million sperm vie for a single egg. 

Multiply those odds by countless generations against the odds 

of our ancestors even meeting and the possibility of how each 

and every one of us came to be is an improbability marvel. 

Life is rarer than a quark. It is the clay in which the forces of the 

universe leave their !ngerprints most clearly.

- Kevin Lim
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT



While the plot could easily be summarised as “boy meet girl, and so it 

is…”,  Lichen  speaks of that beyond the quanti!able. Each of us are all but 

quarks and electrons – but what is this chemistry, this kismet, that makes 

two people connect?  This is a !lm about those little moments. And how 

these moments chart a journey of two people from awkward !rst encounter 

through to the ultimate expression of their love. 

Our vision was to tell a story with a European in#uence, an Australian setting 

but a universal theme. That this story features no dialogue and could be set 

in the past, present or not too distant future in any city of the world plays to 

the idea that !nding a connection with someone is beyond borders.

Lichen  is a testament to the passion and hard work of an incredibly 

dedicated cast and crew that brought an idea to fruition on weekends and 

late nights. For most of us, it was a chance to steer away from the ‘on time, on 

brief’ processes of advertising production and express ourselves creatively in 

a project we really believed in. 

- April Tafe

PRODUCER’S STATEMENT
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The idea for Lichen came in 2001 when Director Kevin Lim was completing 

his Honours degree in !lm production, his thesis a documentary on quantum 

physics. Lim was fascinated with the theory of quantum computation along 

microtubules, a protein found within human physiology that many scientists 

believe form consciousness. 

One paper that Lim read stipulated that microtubules formed a sort of 

quantum hard drive within the human body, in which memories are stored. 

Lim took that idea further with the possibility of objects holding memories 

and how keepsakes within a human relationship could tell a story of a 

particular time and place in a person’s life.
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THE BIRTH OF THE IDEA



Producer April Tafe, Director and Writer Kevin Lim, Director of Photography 

Aaron McLisky, 1st AD Steven Kirkby and Editor Sammie Lee all met within the 

advertising industry in Sydney, Australia and quickly formed a strong friendship. 

Yearning for a project that would allow them to fan more creative !res, the !ve 

of them decided to work on a short !lm project to remind themselves of why 

they got into the production business in the !rst place. 

Lim’s sister, Michelle agreed to front over half the budget and through three 

months of pre-production and planning on Wednesday evenings at the local 

bar, Lichen was formed. Lim cast rising stars Akos Armont and Hayley Magnus 

who generously gave their time for free on the strength of a three page script. 

Lim encouraged his actors to improvise and de!ne their characters however 

each saw !t. Tafe’s childhood friend, musician Caitlin Park was brought onboard 

to compose the score with her distinctive neo-folk sound. Cashing in many 

favours through contacts the !ve of them had formed over the years within the 

Sydney production world, Lichen was !lmed in the Australian summer of 2011 

with post-production completed in the !rst half of 2012.

Lichen marks the !rst creative endeavour of a collective of advertising hacks 

that seek to ful!l themselves at a more artistic level. It is with this !lm that they 

hope to form an identity and through pay cheques from The Man, continue to 

make more short !lms on weekends and eventually move into features.

THE PROCESS
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KEVIN LIM - DIRECTOR + WRITER

Kevin completed an Honours degree in !lm production 
graduating in 1st class Honours before moving into the world 
of advertising production. He has worked in the industry for 
over 8 years having directed and produced over a hundred 
television commercials and branded content videos for 
companies such as Coca-Cola, Nestle, Sony and MasterCard. 
Lichen marks his professional short !lm debut and he hopes to 
take his team further into more short !lms and ultimately, 
feature !lms. 

APRIL TAFE - PRODUCER

In 1986 April Hannah Tafe was named after Woody 
Allen's Hannah and Her Sisters. She has since spent (close to) a 
quarter-century of life in love with the magic of !lm and the 
beauty of a good story. She now works in television for the 
SBS (Special Broadcasting Service) network as a production co-
ordinator  specialising in producing and broadcasting 
innovative and culturally diverse content for a multicultural 
Australia. Energetic and always seeking a good story, April's 
passion is to craft homegrown stories for screen and to do it 
well.

MICHELLE LIM - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Michelle never had a desire to make a short !lm before but she 
was subjected to an adolescence of listening to her younger 
brother Kevin watch and re-watch Scorsese and Kubrick !lms 
with the volume way too high. She bought him his !rst Super 
8 camera, Laserdisc player and XL1 so it only made sense she 
give him half the money for Lichen also. She works  in clinical 
research for a pharmaceutical company and hopes Kevin will 
get around to paying her back one day. 
 

AARON McLISKY - DIRECTOR of PHOTOGRAPHY

At the young age of nine, Aaron left his home town of 
Brisbane to migrate to the culturally rich islands of Indonesia 
where he spent the best of 10 years exploring and capturing 
the rich landscape with his father’s vintage SLR. Aaron 
returned to Australia to enrol in a screen production degree at 
Macquarie University and upon graduation, worked as a 
Camera Assistant on a variety of short and long form projects. 
From there, Aaron went on to become a Director, Camera 
Operator and Editor in the advertising industry for branded 
content and TVCs. 

CAITLIN PARK  - COMPOSER

Caitlin Park writes and performs folktronica, taking folk and 
electro-acoustics to new heights with her abstract 
composition, sampling and !lm nostalgia. Caitlin has been 
writing and performing for many years, and released her 
debut album, Milk Annual last year to critical acclaim. Music 
and !lm go hand-in-hand for Caitlin and working on Lichen 
was an exciting experience - taking her composition to new 
instrumental heights and continuing her sonic adventures.

SAMMIE LEE - EDITOR

Sammie dropped out of engineering and re-enrolled in editing 
to pursue his love of the moving image, much to his parents’ 
chagrin. His proudest moment was to have the short !lm he 
edited, Buyer Beware featured at the Palm Springs International 
Shortfest in America. Sammie has worked as an Editor  for the 
past 9 years and is currently completing his Masters degree in 
Business Administration. His cat and Kevin’s cat don’t get 
along. 

WHO WE ARE
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AKOS ARMONT - “BOY”

Akos has performed on stage in A Midsummer Night's Dream, 
Spring Awakening and As You Like It as well as television series' 
Rescue Special Ops and Spirited. His feature !lm credits include 
Andy X and will next be seen opposite Nicole Kidman and 
Colin Firth in The Railway Man in 2013.

STEVEN KIRKBY - 1st ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Steven started in news as a Cameraman before moving into 
editing and motion graphics. For the past few years he has 
worked as an Art Director for broadcast graphics, TVCs, 
corporates and  art installations. He currently freelances for the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation and Channel 7 and is 
Kevin's best drinking buddy. 

BIANCA CHONG - ART DIRECTOR

Bianca started as a fashion stylist having worked in Europe and 
Asia for clients such as Calvin Klein, Levis and Lonsdale. This 
propelled her into fashion magazines and eventually art 
directing in television advertising for clients such as Sony, 
Uniden, KFC, Toyota and Coca-Cola.

DOUG BAYNE - LEAD VISUAL EFFECTS

Doug does visual effects for !lm, television and advertising. He 
often prefers commercials to movies because hey! - by the 
time you know you hate them, they're !nished.

MELISSA MAI - VISUAL EFFECTS + STILLS

Mel is a Motion Graphics Designer working in Sydney. She 
loves taking photos and nice food (and taking photos of nice 
food).

ALEXANDER ZALOUDEK - 3D ANIMATOR 

Alexander is a BFA Honours graduate, and has been working in 
the industry as a 3D Animator for over a decade. He has 
worked on countless broadcast graphics idents, TVC's for 
Australian and international clients and most recently 
corporate and events work overseas.

EMMA SPOTSWOOD - MAKE UP

Emma is a hairstylist and make-up artist  for MTV, Discovery 
Channel's Deadly Women, Masterchef and worked for 
magazines such as  Girlfriend, Women's Health, and InStyle. She 
has worked for  Sydney Fashion Week, renowned Australian 
musicians, Olympians and on numerous TVCs for Powerade, 
Nando’s and short !lms.
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WHO WE ARE
HAYLEY MAGNUS - “GIRL”

Hayley is an actress with a judgemental eye for those who 
litter and have a polite mouth full of manners. In the last year,  
Hayley has been busy with such projects as FOX8’s television 
series  SLiDE, PJ Hogan’s Mental and Alex Proyas' Paradise Lost 
all the while attempting to stay literate. 



English (no dialogue) 
08:17 duration
2:35 aspect ratio
Arri Alexa ProRes 444
1080p Quicktime Online Secure Screener 
(Region 0 DVD available upon request)
Stereo

TECHNICAL SPECIF ICATIONS
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PUBLICITY STILLS
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Print quality stills available through www.withoutabox.com and www.sodahoney!lms.com

http://www.withoutabox.com
http://www.withoutabox.com
http://www.sodahoneyfilms.com
http://www.sodahoneyfilms.com
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Print quality stills available through www.withoutabox.com and www.sodahoney!lms.com

PRODUCTION STILLS

http://www.withoutabox.com
http://www.withoutabox.com
http://www.sodahoneyfilms.com
http://www.sodahoneyfilms.com


Lichen - a short !lm #Lichen_Film enquiries@sodahoney!lms.com

mailto:enquiries@sodahoneyfilms.com
mailto:enquiries@sodahoneyfilms.com

